
FULL SYNTHETIC MOTOR OIL SUPPLEMENT

OIL SUPPLEMENT

PT#17018

11 FL OZ (326 mL)

For engines over 75,000 miles
Enhances conventional motor oil to perform as high-mileage motor oil
Provides enhanced protection for high-mileage engines
Improves combustion chamber sealing to restore compression
Compatible with engine seal and all conventional motor oils
Eliminates the need to stock high-mileage oil

HIGH-MILEAGE
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Manufactured for Red Line Synthetic Oil
6100 Egret Court Benicia, CA 94510
707-745-6100

REDLINECHEMICALS.COM

Provides enhanced protection for high mileage engines.

Specifically designed for engines with over 75,000 miles 

Formulated for use in GDI, MPFI and Hybrid engines 

Specially Formulated to Reduce Friction and Wear  

Reduces Oil Consumption     

Conditions engine seals and gaskets    

Compatible with all Motor Oils    

Eliminates the need to stock high mileage oils and in 
multiple viscosities

Red Line Service Chemical Limited Lifetime Warranty 
Program coverage (if used every 5,000 miles)*

Red Line Service Chemical Pre-Owned Vehicle 
Protection Program coverage**    
        
       

  *See warranty information for complete details
**See program information for complete details

Enhances conventional motor 
oil to perform as high mileage oil
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HIGH-MILEAGE

RED LINE® HIGH MILEAGE OIL SUPPLEMENT enhances conventional, synthetic blend and full synthetic motor oil 
to perform as high mileage engine oil, by providing the necessary additives critical to a higher mileage engines 
with over 75,000 miles, helping to extend engine service life while maintaining engine durability. Red Line Profes-
sional Series High Mileage Oil Supplement helps restore performance and provides additional protection for higher 
mileage engines above and beyond motor oil alone.

RED LINE HIGH MILEAGE OIL SUPPLEMENT will effectively treat up to 5 quarts of oil. For larger capacity crank-
case, use a second bottle as needed. For continued benefit, use with each oil change. 

RECOMMENDED SERVICE PROCEDURE:

During an oil change, add entire bottle to crankcase (adjusting for product)      

Start and run engine briefly. Shut off engine to check for proper oil level and inspect for leaks


